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In this paper, we will focus on the characterization of the applications. In good designs, matching performance is standard deviation of the resistance of the unit resistor, dominantly determined by the characteristics of the unit including the sheet resistance variation, body edge variations resistor. In this paper, a strategy for statistically characterizing and the correlation between the contact size and the contact the performance of unit resistors that combines the effects of resistance. In particular, the issues of optimization of the contact resistance, contact size variations, sheet resistance and ratio of length and width for given unit cell area will be edge variations is introduced.
addressed. For simplicity, it will be assumed that resistor area, AR, and number of unit resistors to implement the I. INTRODUCTION resistor, Nu, are fixed, i.e. the area of each unit cell, AT=AR/Nu is fixed. Therefore, for overall optimal Designers typically create a unit cell that is replicated and performance, the unit resistor design (or layout) should be strategically placed at layout when designing matching-exploited in such a way that the standard deviation of the critical circuits [1] [2] [3] . With this approach, the overall unit cell resistance can be minimized for a given optimal area performance of the resultant circuit is strongly dependent allocation scheme and for a fixed unit cell area of AT upon the characteristics of the unit cell. To appreciate the importance of unit cell design, [4] shows that for some It will also be further assumed that the only non-ideal resistive applications, the matching performance depends on effects are the random variations in matching critical two uncorrelated parts for give total resistor area. One part is resistors. That is, the effects of gradients, placement, and determined by overall area allocation. The other part is orientation of matching-critical components will not be determined by the matching resistors implemented with unit considered but it will be assumed that known existing layout resistors. Although many designers are aware that the strategies including segmentation, common-centroid layouts, performance of the unit resistor critically affects the and peripheral dummy devices are used to manage such nonperformance of the large circuits, accurate modeling of the ideal effects. For convenience, in the following equations, seemingly simple unit resistor that includes the random subscript "N" and "R" will be used to denote the nominal effects of edge variability, local random variations and value and the random variations, respectively. (2) and the contact resistance. Assuming that the random components of the contact resistances are uncorrelated, from (2) The same analysis can be applied to RC2K. Therefore, It can be seen from (3) and (4) that when the contact size, xN, decreases, the variance increases. centers of contacts equals Lc and the distance between the inner edges of two contacts equals L, t is the pitch and n is
The resistance contributed by the sheet resistance of the the number of contacts on each side of the resistor. W is the resistor body can be derived from (5) and (13) determined by n = W/t. It will be shown that the unit resistor in Fig.4 (a) and oc4=10gm3 in Fig.4(b) .
area AT and the ratio of length and width, m, can be expressed as In Fig.4 (a) , the variance of resistance decreases rapidly L~~~~~withthe increase of m. After reaching a minimum value, it AT =LNWN, m= -N (21) starts to increase with the increase of m. The m value WN corresponding to the minimum variance should be used for the unit resistor design. In contrast to Fig.4(a) , the variance
[9] J.Shyu, G.Temes, K.Yao, "Random errors in MOS capacitors", IEEE of resistance in Fig. 4(b Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b) when m is large.
" ' K=1 In real design, for a given process, but different types of resistor, these "U" values may be different. For a given type of resistor, but different processes, these values will also be Rick R2ck different. Therefore, the m dependence of corresponding Fig.3 Unit resistor resistance variance will be different. To determine the optimal geometries for a given process with given type of resistor and unit resistor area AT, the exact values of process parameters are needed. 
